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Abstract

Children and adults may not realize how much they depend on external sources in understand-

ing word meanings. Four experiments investigated the existence and developmental course of a

“Misplaced Meaning” (MM) effect, wherein children and adults overestimate their knowledge

about the meanings of various words by underestimating how much they rely on outside sources

to determine precise reference. Studies 1 and 2 demonstrate that children and adults show a highly

consistent MM effect, and that it is stronger in young children. Study 3 demonstrates that adults

are explicitly aware of the availability of outside knowledge, and that this awareness may be

related to the strength of the MM effect. Study 4 rules out general overconfidence effects by

examining a metalinguistic task in which adults are well calibrated.
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1. Introduction

Confidence about understanding the meanings of many familiar words may be mis-

placed. In particular, when “meaning” is understood as personally knowing the specific

features that guide reference, one may be very overconfident. People may use words

freely and refer successfully in communications with others and therefore assume they

have rich mental representations of their meanings. Yet, in many cases, these meanings

may be largely represented in other minds or distributed throughout a community. The

idea that “meaning ain’t in the head” is not a new one (Putnam, 1975). According to the

proposed division of linguistic labor (see section 1.1.), much of the “meaning” of a word

is distributed across a language community, rather than in the head of any given speaker.

Here we document that, when meaning is not in the head, people often believe that it is
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all the same. Furthermore, we show that this bias is powerful and emerges early in devel-

opment, and we suggest that it may be critical for early word learning. We argue that this

misplaced sense of meaning may serve a functional role in adults as well, given that it

may more legitimately represent when a pathway to meaning is available through the

division of linguistic and cognitive labor, and when it is not. In other words, it may allow

adults to understand when consulting an expert source will yield greater understanding

and when it will not.

1.1. The division of linguistic labor

Being able to mentally represent detailed meanings for every word in a person’s

vocabulary would be an extraordinary achievement. Consider that the vocabulary of an

educated native English speaker approaches 20,000 words (Goulden, Nation, & Read,

1990). Equally impressive is how adults attain such a level; children learn words at rates

that, for some periods, can average more than eight per day (Bloom, 2000). Because a

person with a vocabulary of 20,000 words would normally be considered capable of suc-

cessfully producing and comprehending discourse with each of those words, that person

might seem to have internally represented each of those meanings in fine-grained detail

such that each non-synonym could be distinguished from every other based on mentally

represented contrasting features. Yet successful use of words may not entail such repre-

sentations. For example, Hilary Putnam, in analogy to the long-accepted divisions of cog-

nitive and physical labor (e.g., Smith, 1776), stated the hypothesis of the division of

linguistic labor:

Every linguistic community . . . possesses at least some terms whose associated “crite-

ria” are known only to a subset of the speakers who acquire the term, and whose use

by the other speakers depends upon a structured cooperation between them and the

speakers in the relevant subsets. (Putnam, 1975, pp. 145–146)

According to Putnam, when people “acquire” a term, that is, add it to their vocabulary,

much of the meaning and what distinguishes it from any other term is only available to

the speaker from outside sources. One has the meaning only by virtue of being able to

access relevant experts to disambiguate meanings. By this account, speakers are con-

stantly embedding themselves in networks of deference that ground what may be very

incomplete meanings in their heads. However, this entire process may be largely tacit

and overlooked by most people as they use words in their daily lives. Success at achiev-

ing reference may be mistakenly attributed to knowing the complete meaning of a word

directly when in fact one only knows it by virtue of knowing, or at least believing in, a

chain of access to experts. To use one classic example from Putnam, most adults believe

they fully understand the meaning of “gold” and may indeed refer successfully to gold

and know some of its properties, yet they may only succeed because they trust that others

with greater expertise in chemistry and atomic structure could always tell the difference

between gold and other substances. In some cases this division of linguistic labor may be
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explicit. For example, work in linguistics has found that Americans can list many differ-

ent types of tree, but only report being able to identify around 50% of them by looking

at them (Gatewood, 1983). However, in the following experiments we suggest that partic-

ipants’ knowledge may be even more limited than they realize.

1.2. Illusions of understanding

People are often unaware of the shortcomings in their own knowledge, and these gaps

can depend on quite specific features of that knowledge. Consider, for example, the “Illu-

sion of Explanatory Depth” (IOED) (Rozenblit & Keil, 2002). When asked to rate their

understanding of a mechanical or biological system, adults will often rate themselves

quite highly. However, when they provide an explanation, their explanations are often

skeletal and incomplete, and the act of trying to produce it makes them aware of the gaps

in their understanding.

Recent work has suggested that individuals vary in their susceptibility to the IOED

based on how much they tend to deliberate, as measured by scores on the Cognitive

Reflection Test (Fernbach, Sloman, Louis, & Shube, 2013), but the effect depends on the

kind of knowledge involved and is not a matter of general overconfidence. People are

quite accurate in gaging their own knowledge in certain domains, such as procedural or

narrative knowledge (Rozenblit & Keil, 2002). Factors that make the IOED particularly

strong for explanatory causal knowledge may include confusions with functional and

mechanistic understandings, the ability to recover information from systems when pre-

sented with them, and misattributing that real-time recovery from inspection to having

internally represented the explanation.

Recent work has extended this idea further. Alter, Oppenheimer, and Zemla (2010)

argued that “IOEDs are likely to emerge when people mistake their mastery of the

abstract characteristics of the concept for a belief that they understand the concrete

aspects of the concept much more deeply than they actually do” (p. 437). Thus, an illu-

sion of understanding may not be exclusively bound to explanations or causal systems,

and in fact an analogous illusion can be found in people’s intuitions about their ability to

justify arguments in far more detail than they really can (Fisher & Keil, 2014). Here, we

propose that these illusions extend to vocabulary, and furthermore that they result from a

similar process to the one proposed by Alter et al. (2010) for the IOED. In the context of

word meaning, “abstract” versus “concrete” is not the most apt way of describing this

contrast. The relevant aspect of the “abstract” versus “concrete” distinction concerns lev-

els of detail. “Abstract,” in the context of the IOED, refers to a coarse level of detail,

and “concrete” to a more fine level of detail. For word meaning, we propose that a simi-

lar effect occurs across two different levels of detail, which we call “common” and “dis-

tinctive.” “Common” aspects of word meaning encompass details of meaning that are

shared by many similar terms (e.g., “it refers to a species of animal; species are differen-

tiated by certain intrinsic biological properties”) and very general metalinguistic informa-

tion (e.g., “word X is not the same thing as word Y”). “Distinctive” aspects of word

meaning are those that distinguish one particular word from every other, even words with
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very similar meanings (e.g., the specific intrinsic biological properties that distinguish one

species from another). If people have knowledge of the common aspects of a word’s

meaning, or pathways to distinctive aspects of a word’s meaning, they may mistakenly

believe they possess the distinctive aspects of that word’s meaning in their own minds.

One particularly relevant type of common information about word meaning is the

knowledge that a word has a distinct meaning. Indeed, from a young age we are strongly

inclined to assume that novel words refer to novel referents. This basic assumption has

been researched as the Mutual Exclusivity Principle (Markman & Wachtel, 1988), the

Principle of Contrast (Clark, 1983, 1987), and the Novel Name—Nameless Category

Principle (Mervis & Bertrand, 1994). While all three principles refer to different concepts

and make somewhat different predictions, they all start with the same fundamental idea:

When people are exposed to a novel word, they assume it refers to something different

than words that they already know. With this sense that two words have different refer-

ents, people may then assume that they know something about what distinguishes those

referents, even when they do not.

1.3. The Misplaced Meaning effect

We therefore propose the “Misplaced Meaning” (MM) effect. To achieve successful

reference, there is normally a subset of speakers in any language who should know the

distinctive differences between a given pair of words. However, speakers who are not

members of that subset, who may only possess the common-level knowledge that some

differences exist, may erroneously believe that they also possess more distinctive-level

knowledge when in reality they are only able to access it from an outside source. They

may be able to access that outside source because of some sense of who the relevant

expert is likely to be and what types of expertise they are likely to possess, as suggested

by research on the division of cognitive labor (Keil, Stein, Webb, Billings, & Rozenblit,

2008). Speakers may mistakenly confuse knowledge of how to access distinctive aspects

of meaning with actual knowledge of features that distinguish the two kinds.

The MM effect should be present, and probably stronger, in children. The assumption

that novel words have novel referents has been studied most often in the context of lan-

guage acquisition, and in some cases has been shown to moderate with age (Markman,

1991). Given that children seem to employ this assumption as a learning strategy and will

let it dominate other strategies early on, they should very readily acquire the sense that

two words mean different things. At the same time there is no reason to expect that they

should know the details of that distinction when they first hear a novel word. Further-

more, children frequently overestimate their capabilities or knowledge (e.g., memory:

Flavell, Friedrichs, & Hoyt, 1970) and the IOED is stronger in younger children (Mills &

Keil, 2004).

In addition to general overconfidence, there are other reasons we might expect a

greater MM effect from children. Children often think they have known all along infor-

mation that they have just learned (Taylor, Esbensen, & Bennett, 1994), which may be

part of a larger set of difficulties with source monitoring (Roberts & Blades, 2000). A
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strong MM effect in young children may be a form of source monitoring difficulty,

namely that younger children have an illusion of competence that arises from misplacing

the source of knowledge that enables them to successfully refer. Children assume their

success comes from their own knowledge, when in fact it exists through networks of def-

erence. As soon as they start to use a new word, they may assume they knew it all along

in their heads, when really they only “knew it indirectly.” Successful use may cause them

to misattribute the indirect source of information to one that is directly in their own

minds.

From these two lines of argument, we predict that young children will show a stronger

MM effect. Putting aside the broader cognitive bases of this prediction, if the MM effect

is indeed stronger in young children, it may either be because young children think that

they know even more distinctive aspects of meaning than adults or that they actually

know fewer, or a combination of the two. In the studies that follow, these alternatives are

teased apart. We also consider why this MM bias might be an adaptive way of coping

with the enormous cognitive demands of learning new words.

Given that our predictions are strongly grounded in the idea of deference, an intuitive

prediction might be that the MM effect should gradually emerge with development as

children become more immersed in their culture and learn about expert sources and how

to rely on them. In other words, one might expect that children might not even be aware

of the necessity of deference to outside, expert knowledge, or inexperienced in using it.

On the contrary, recent work has found that children are conscious of and reliant on net-

works of deference from a very young age. Even preschoolers have a sense of different

domains of expertise with different bodies of knowledge that can be accessed (Keil,

Lockhart, & Schlegel, 2010; Lutz & Keil, 2002). Furthermore, young children are intelli-

gent users of these networks of deference, employing surprisingly sophisticated tools in

evaluating the quality of expert sources (e.g., Koenig & Harris, 2005).

To further emphasize the role of deference, it is important to note why we call this the

Misplaced Meaning effect, rather than the Missing Meaning effect. A “Missing Meaning”

effect would suggest that adults simply think they know things that they do not. Rather,

our argument is that they think they know things themselves that they can access from
outside sources. Thus, the meanings do exist, but they are “misplaced” in the minds of

others.

There might seem to be a tension between the view that young children are aware of

and use deference and the claim even adults “misplace” knowledge in the minds of

experts. We argue here that the tension is only illusory. As we will demonstrate, the

awareness of the division of linguistic labor may in fact enhance the MM effect. The

basis of the illusion we have proposed is that the availability of expert knowledge causes

people to confuse some portion of accessible knowledge with possessed knowledge. We

are not suggesting that they should confuse all accessible knowledge with possessed

knowledge. Rather, we suggest that the more knowledge people think is accessible

through experts, the more they think they must possess as well. Thus, people should still

expect experts to know more differences than themselves, even while overestimating their

own knowledge.
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1.4. The current studies

In the four studies reported here, we investigate the MM effect. In Study 1, we demon-

strate the MM effect in adults. In Study 2, we test the MM effect in children in kinder-

garten, second, and fourth grade, and investigate whether it is stronger in young children.

In Study 3, we examined whether adults recognize that experts should know more than

they themselves (i.e., explicitly acknowledge the division of linguistic labor), even while

overestimating their own knowledge. We further investigated the relationship between

expected expert knowledge and the magnitude of the MM effect. Finally, Study 4 investi-

gates whether the MM effect in adults is a result of general metalinguistic overconfi-

dence, and provides further insight into the role of common aspects of meaning in the

MM effect.

2. Stimulus pre-testing

We picked 45 pairs of words to test. Twelve of the 45 were true synonyms, defined by

dictionary and thesaurus listings. These were originally included as a control for a blind

overconfidence effect. However, we made no predictions about whether children would

be able to recognize them as synonyms, allowing for the possibility that early learning

biases such as mutual exclusivity and the contrast principle might make the idea of true

synonyms less appealing to younger participants.

The remaining 33 items were selected pairs of words that referred to similar but not

identical things, and specifically did not include pairs of words that referred to extremely

different things. There are many reasons for adding this constraint to our stimuli. One is

purely practical: If we used pairs of extremely dissimilar words (e.g., “church” and “daf-

fodil”), the sheer number of differences that a participant might know would take an

extremely long time for them to write down, which is both impractical and introduces

the risk that participants’ actual knowledge would be underrepresented by them not

having time to record all the differences they knew, which would be a source of type-I

error for testing our hypotheses. There are further reasons to expect that participants

might have difficulty listing differences between extremely different word pairs that

would reflect problems with our design rather than an accurate assessment of their

knowledge. The “structure-mapping theory” of similarity holds that there are “alignable

differences” and “non-alignable differences,” and recent work has supported the predic-

tion that alignable differences are more salient (Sagi, Gentner, & Lovett, 2012). Thus,

word pairs that are very different are likely to have more non-alignable differences,

which would be more difficult for participants to report even if they possessed

knowledge of the differences.

On the basis of informal piloting, we selected some word pairs that had specific differ-

ences that almost everyone knew and other word pairs that did not. As explained below,
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the variation in magnitude or frequency of the MM effect across these two classes would

inform different accounts of the effect. We then conducted two pilot studies and divided

the words into pairs with “known” differences and pairs with “unknown” differences. The

first study asked what differences were common knowledge. For each non-synonym item

pair, 10 participants from the Amazon Mechanical Turk online survey system were asked

to write down all the differences they could think of without using outside sources. We

verified or debunked all of the provided differences with external sources, and then cre-

ated a four-item true-false test for each pair of words using both the correct and incorrect

answers provided by participants.

In the second pilot experiment, we excluded everyone who had participated in the first

pilot experiment and asked 10 new participants from the same population to take the

true/false test. Any word pair where participants were more than 60% accurate overall

and had no “true” items at chance (i.e., across all participants the accuracy on each of the

true items was significantly greater than .5) was identified as a word pair with well-

known differences (“Known” pairs), and all others were identified as word pairs without

well-known differences (“Unknown” pairs). Synonyms were not tested because they were

drawn from definitions in a widely used American dictionary. The breakdown of word

pairs based on these results can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1

Stimuli used in Study 1

Word Pairs with Differences

That Are WELL KNOWN

(“KNOWN” Items)

Word Pairs with Differences

That Are NOT WELL

KNOWN (“UNKNOWN” Items)

Word Pairs That

Are SYNONYMS

**butterfly–moth asteroid–meteor baby–infant
church–chapel baking soda–baking powder car–automobile

condominium–apartment **blackbird–starling dirt–soil
dog–wolf coyote–jackal expressway–freeway
**donkey–mule **cucumber–zucchini gasoline–petrol
fruit–vegetable dinner–supper grade school–elementary school

gecko–newt **disease–syndrome inoculation–vaccination
**jam–jelly elm–beech jewel–gem
nail–bolt **ferret–weasel redwood–sequoia
opossum–wombat government resolution–government bill sofa–couch
rabbit–hare grasshopper–cricket soda–pop
**rowboat–canoe **pine–fir student–pupil
**seal–walrus porcupine–hedgehog
shears–clippers **shrew–mole

silver–pewter
tornado–hurricane
town–village
tweezers–tongs
**wool–silk

Note. Starred items were used in the list task.
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3. Study 1

In the initial experiment, we sought to test whether the MM effect exists in adults. We

took the direct approach of asking adults to estimate how many differences they could list

for each of the 45 word pairs, then asked them to actually produce lists for a subset of

the non-synonym pairs. There are three distinct measures one can examine from this pro-

cedure: (a) the initial estimates, (b) the number of differences provided in the list task,

and (c) the difference between the initial estimates and the number of differences pro-

vided, which is a direct measure of the MM effect.

There are distinct predictions for each measure. We propose that adults have the

common knowledge that two words mean different things but fail to recognize that

they must defer to experts in the language community to access most of the distinctive

features. Therefore, we predicted that there should be no difference in initial estimates

for items that they knew had different meanings (Known and Unknown items). Yet

both of those item types should be distinct from items that they know are not different

or have very few differences (Synonym items). However, according to one alternative

prediction, if adults have a relatively accurate sense of their own knowledge and are

not deceived by their common knowledge, then we should see lower ratings for

Unknown than Known items. Finally, if adults are blindly overconfident about knowing

the differences between different words, we should see no distinction between the three

item types.

For the provided differences, our “Known/Unknown” pilot explicitly predicts that

adults should actually provide fewer differences in Unknown pairs than Known pairs. If

we did not find this pattern, it would indicate that our pilot study was flawed, as it was

supposed to be a direct measure of what adults should be able to provide.

For the difference between the estimates and the number of provided differences, here-

after referred to as the MM effect, our prediction is straightforward: We should see a

consistent MM effect across items and individuals. We were primarily interested in the

frequency of the MM effect rather than its magnitude—a significant difference in means

between provided differences and initial estimates could indicate that a minority of indi-

viduals overestimated their knowledge, but to a large degree. Our hypothesis states that

the broad population of speakers should mistakenly assume they possess knowledge of

distinctive features of meaning when in fact they must defer to acquire them. Therefore,

the strongest support of the theory is to demonstrate that overestimation is very common

within the population across most items, not simply that a few people overestimate by

some large margin. However, with regard to magnitude, we predicted that we would see

a difference between Known and Unknown items. If our predictions for the initial esti-

mates are correct, they should provide equally large estimates for Known and Unknown

items. If our prediction for the provided differences is correct, they should provide fewer

differences in Unknown items. Therefore, by failing to distinguish Known and Unknown

items in their initial estimates but providing fewer differences in Unknown items, the

magnitude of the MM effect should be greater for Unknown items.
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3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Participants
Participants were adults (N = 36, 13 male, 19 female, four did not report) drawn from

the local population and the university’s Introductory Psychology Subject Pool. Partici-

pants received $10 or course credit for their participation.

3.1.2. Apparatus
For all participants, stimuli were presented and data were collected on an Apple Mac-

BookTM laptop using the PsyScope stimulus presentation software (Cohen, MacWhinney,

Flatt, & Provost, 1993). Participants responded on a USB keyboard attached to the laptop.

3.1.3. Materials and procedure
The study consisted of three tasks: an initial rating task, a distracter task, and a list

task. In the initial rating task, participants were instructed to type in how many differ-

ences they thought they could list between pairs of words. They were informed that these

differences had to be intrinsic to the meaning of the words and could not involve how

the words were spelled, used pragmatically (e.g., “this word is more high-class than the

other one”), or personal preferences. Examples of acceptable and unacceptable differences

were provided for a pair of words that were not used in the actual study, “Cat-Dog.” An

example of acceptable difference was “Dogs bark and cats meow,” and examples of unac-

ceptable differences were “Cat starts with ‘c’ and Dog starts with ‘d’” and “I personally

prefer cats to dogs.”

The words were presented in the center of the screen. Participants were told they had

8 s to report how many differences they thought they could list between each pair, and a

countdown was displayed on the screen during the task. The time limit was used to pre-

vent participants from composing a list of all the differences they knew internally before

responding. After 8 s, the program automatically advanced to the next item. Participants

responded using the number pad on a keyboard. If they failed to respond in time, the item

recorded blank data, and if it was an item later used in the list task, that item was

excluded from further analysis.

The distracter task was an unrelated task where participants had to rate the usefulness

of various facts. This distracter had no words that were used in the rating task. The pur-

pose of the distracter task was to reduce the influence of memory of the initial estimates

on the subsequent list task.

In the list task, participants were instructed to make lists of all the differences they

knew for a subset of the items from the rating task. They were instructed that the differ-

ences had to be real, about the meanings of the word, and could not involve spelling or

subjective differences like personal preferences, mirroring the exact constraints of the rat-

ing task. The same examples of acceptable differences from the rating task were provided

(see above). Twelve items were used, six from the “Known” category and six from the

“Unknown” category. These pairs were selected based on two criteria, determined in

piloting: First, the items did not have regional differences in meaning, as far as we were
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able to determine. Second, the items had unambiguous, externally verifiable differences,

to make coding tractable. Participants typed in their lists on the keyboard. Participants

were told they had as long as they needed and were encouraged to list as many differ-

ences as they could think of.

3.2. Results

Six participants were excluded due to software failures. To reduce noise, we excluded

participants who had average initial ratings greater than 30, far more than two standard

deviations from the overall mean (M = 5.6, SD = 9.7). Only one participant was excluded

based on this criterion, leaving a final N of 29.

The analyses cover three dependent measures: the initial estimates, the number of dif-

ferences provided in the list task, and the difference between the provided differences

and the ratings, or the MM effect.

3.2.1. Initial estimates
As predicted, Synonym items were distinguished from Known and Unknown items,

but Known and Unknown items were not distinguished from each other. As Fig. 1

shows, participants gave significantly lower initial estimates for Synonym items

(M = 1.810, SD = .665) than Known (M = 4.358, SD = 1.104) and Unknown

(M = 3.681, SD = 1.003) items, repeated-measures ANOVA F(2, 28) = 11.734, p < .001,

gp
2 = .442; pairwise comparisons, ps < .01. However, pairwise comparisons showed

they did not rate Known and Unknown items significantly differently, p > .5. This

suggests that the availability of differences in Known items had no effect on initial

estimates.

Fig. 1. Adults’ initial estimates of differences they know between words, by item type, in Study 1. Error bars

represent SEM. *Pairwise comparisons significant at p < .05.
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3.2.2. Provided differences
To obtain an accurate measure of participants’ knowledge, all provided differences

were coded by one research assistant for accuracy, and then independently coded by a

second research assistant to obtain interrater reliability. This coding ensured that partici-

pants could not simply fabricate items to lengthen their lists. Both coders were not blind

to the hypotheses of the study, but they were blind to the initial ratings and therefore

could not predict whether the coding of any given item would confirm or deny the

hypotheses. Interrater reliability was analyzed with a Spearman Rank-Order Correlation

across individual items and was good (rs[383] = .884). The codes of the first coder were

used for all analyses. Overall, 181 differences (28.5% of all provided) were coded as

invalid across all 12 items and 29 participants, with a maximum of 31 excluded for any

individual item (Cucumber–Zucchini). The exclusions were due to either factual inaccu-

racy, verified by external sources (e.g., “cucumber has seeds zucchini doesn’t”), or failing

to follow the directions regarding acceptable differences (e.g., “Jam can also refer to a

sticky situation in which you are stuck.”).

As we predicted, adults provided more differences in Known items (M = 1.856,

SD = .866) than Unknown items (M = .656, SD = .761), t(58) = 5.698, p < .001. This

validates the categorization from our pilot study for these 12 items.

3.2.3. The MM effect
Fig. 2 shows the proportion of participants that showed an MM effect on each item.

As predicted, participants generally estimated that they would be able to list more

Fig. 2. The proportion of adults who overestimated their knowledge, underestimated it, and were accurate in

Study 1. *significant sign test, †marginally significant sign test. Only one item was significant in favor of

underestimating knowledge (Wool–Silk).
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differences than they were actually able to (the “overestimate” bars in Fig. 2). The effect

was analyzed in sign tests for each item, to better determine how common the MM effect

was rather than how large it tended to be. Eight items were significant and in the

expected negative direction (ps < .05), three Known items and five Unknown items. One

item was significant in the opposite direction (Wool–Silk, p < .05). For the remaining

three items, all were in the expected negative direction, but marginal (Blackbird–Starling,
p = .057; Rowboat–Canoe, p = .1) or nonsignificant (Donkey–Mule, p > .2). While not

completely uniform, it is still clear that in the majority of cases adults showed the MM

effect.

Readers may notice that this effect could be explained as a by-product of the 181 pro-

vided differences that were excluded in coding. Participants’ estimates may have

reflected the number of things they felt they could list, not realizing that some of the

knowledge they possessed was inaccurate. This would be a very different and much less

interesting effect—it is no surprise that people are unaware that some of their knowledge

is inaccurate (e.g., Fischhoff, Slovic, & Lichtenstein, 1977). Rather, according to the

MM effect predicted here, people are actually misjudging the amount of knowledge they

possess. To rule out this deflationary interpretation, a separate set of sign tests were con-

ducted using all of the provided differences (regardless of accuracy or rule adherence).

The MM effect was still significant for four items (ps < .05), marginally significant for

three additional items (ps < .1), and only one item showed a significant effect in the

opposite direction (Wool–Silk, p = .007). In short, while excluding inaccurate responses

did make the MM effect more consistent, the effect exists even when accuracy is

ignored. For all future analyses and studies, we elected to focus on accurate differences

only, again to rule out the possibility that some participants might fabricate additional

differences.

Turning to the magnitude of the MM effect rather than its frequency, there was no sig-

nificant difference in the magnitude of the MM effect between Known (M = �2.404,

SD = 5.899) and Unknown (M = �3.057, SD = 5.649) items, p = .434. This is unex-

pected, given that our predictions about the initial estimates and provided differences

were correct. Furthermore, when examining the initial estimates for just the 12 items used

in the list task, there is no significant effect of item type, p > .5, so the result cannot be

explained by the estimates for these 12 items following a different pattern from the over-

all estimates.

3.3. Discussion

Adults commonly showed a clear MM effect for the majority of items tested. The dif-

ferences that participants provided often revealed how few distinctive features they actu-

ally possessed. In one typical example, one participant estimated that he could name

three differences between a cucumber and a zucchini. However, in the list task, he only

had one thing on his list: “they are different kinds of vegetables.”
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In addition, adults clearly distinguished Synonym items from Known and Unknown

items in their initial estimates, but gave equal estimates for Known and Unknown items.

This suggests that availability did not impact the initial estimates but also that partici-

pants were not blindly overconfident, as they recognized that synonyms would have few

or no differences between them. Participants also validated the Known–Unknown distinc-

tion by providing fewer differences in Unknown items overall.

There was no effect of item type on the magnitude of the MM effect. While it is diffi-

cult to interpret a null result, the MM effect is calculated on the basis of the individual

difference between a single participant’s estimate for a given item and the number of dif-

ferences they are able to list for that item. As such, there is ample room for variation in

the magnitude of the effect that is not captured by the independent averages of those two

measures. This may indicate that, while on average participants do not distinguish

between Known and Unknown pairs in their initial estimates, on an individual basis they

may be well enough calibrated that the magnitude of the MM effect is no greater for

Unknown items. However, that is not to say that they are well calibrated, only that the

degree to which adults are overconfident is consistent across item types.

4. Study 2

In our second study, we investigated the effects found in Study 1 with children in

grades K, 2, and 4. This study was motivated by a simple prediction, as outlined in the

Introduction: The MM effect should be greater in magnitude and frequency for younger

children. While this provides a prediction for the overall pattern of results, more specific

predictions can be made about each measure.

There are two means of increasing the magnitude of the MM effect: Young children

could give even greater estimates of the number of differences they know, or they could

provide fewer differences in the list task. These are not mutually contradictory, and in

fact we predict that we should see both. As noted in the Introduction, children are often

overconfident about their knowledge, and at the same time, at the ages we are testing,

children are still adding many words to their vocabulary. Therefore, we predicted that

young children should give greater initial estimates and provide fewer differences than

older children and adults, and as a result show a greater and potentially more frequent

MM effect.

4.1. Methods

4.1.1. Participants
Kindergarteners (N = 41, 16 male, 25 female), second graders (N = 37, 13 male, 24

female), and fourth graders (N = 34, 18 male, 16 female) were recruited from elementary

schools in southern Connecticut. Every effort was made to get a representative population

from each school. Demographics roughly mirrored state population norms.
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4.1.2. Apparatus
The same apparatus from Study 1 was used for Study 2, with a modified program that

made the procedure more accessible to young children.

4.1.3. Materials
Twenty-two of the original 45 word pairs in the initial rating task in Study 1 were used

in Study 2. The proportion of Known versus Unknown versus Synonym pairs was kept

roughly the same, with seven Known items, nine Unknown items, and six Synonym

items. The list of stimuli used with children can be seen in Table 2. This selection was

based on expectations of children’s exposure to these terms, based on literary material

aimed at the ages tested.

4.1.4. Procedure
Participants were run in hallways or empty classrooms during school hours. Partici-

pants received a certificate of appreciation and a small toy on completion of the study.

The procedure was similar to that of Study 1 with a few key modifications. The exper-

imenter read the instructions aloud to younger children, while older children read them to

themselves. The same “acceptability” instructions were used, with the same examples.

All children completed three practice items to get used to the task. The computer played

a recording of the experimenter reading each pair of words. These recordings were stan-

dardized at 2 s, and the 8-s countdown started at the end of the recording. Kindergarten-

ers saw the countdown but the program did not automatically advance if it reached 0.

Older child participants responded using the number pad on a keyboard, while kindergar-

teners dictated their ratings to the experimenter, as in piloting the act of entering numbers

on the keyboard proved too distracting for the youngest age group.

With children, the distracter task was to identify the actions being performed in a set of

rapidly presented photographs. The photographs did not have any objects related to words

in the rating task. On the list task, 6 of the original 12 items were used, again half Known

items and half Unknown items. All children dictated their lists to the experimenter.

Table 2

Stimuli used in study 2, divided by item type

Word Pairs with Differences That Are

WELL KNOWN (“KNOWN” items)

Word Pairs with Differences That Are NOT

WELL KNOWN (“UNKNOWN” Items)

Word Pairs That

Are SYNONYMS

**butterfly–moth coyote–jackal baby–infant
dog–wolf **cucumber–zucchini car–automobile

donkey–mule dinner–supper dirt–soil
gecko–newt **ferret–weasel jewel–gem
**rowboat–canoe grasshopper–cricket soda–pop
rabbit–hare **pine–fir sofa–couch
**seal–walrus porcupine–hedgehog
tornado–hurricane
tweezers–tongs

Note. Starred items were used in the list task.
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4.2. Results

To compare the performance of children to that of adults, we conducted the following

analyses using data from Study 1, but only for the items used in Study 2. The same

average initial estimate exclusion criteria were used, which removed the data of one kin-

dergartener, three second graders, and two fourth graders. These analyses therefore

include data from 29 adults (Study 1), 30 fourth graders, 29 second graders, and 28

kindergarteners.

4.2.1. Initial estimates
Fig. 3 shows the initial estimates for each age group and item type. There were signifi-

cant effects of grade and item type, as well as an interaction. All pairwise comparison

p-values are Bonferroni corrected unless otherwise noted. As predicted, kindergarteners

provided higher initial estimates than any other age group, repeated-measures ANOVA,

F(3, 116) = 5.376, p < .01, gp
2 = .122; pairwise comparisons ps ≤ .01. Overall, partici-

pants gave lower estimates for Synonyms than other item types, F(2, 115) = 6.913,

p = .001, gp
2 = .056; pairwise comparisons ps ≤ .004, but there was an interaction

between grade and item type, F(6,232) = 4.696, p < .001, gp
2 = .108. Further analysis

revealed that only fourth graders and adults showed a significant effect of item type, 4G:

F(2,29) = 4.070, p = .028, gp
2 = .218; Adult: F(2, 28) = 11.894, p < .001, gp

2 = .459.

Fourth graders gave significantly lower estimates for Synonym items (M = 2.343,

Fig. 3. Initial estimates of differences known by item type and age group in Study 2. Error bars represent

SEM. *Pairwise comparisons significant at p < .05.
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SD = 3.231) than Known (M = 3.176, SD = 3.716) or Unknown items (M = 3.411,

SD = 3.979) (pairwise comparisons, ps < .05). With these 22 items, adults actually

showed differences between all three item types, with Synonyms (M = 1.751, SD = 4.65)

receiving lower estimates than Known (M = 5.159, SD = 6.776) or Unknown items

(M = 3.388, SD = 4.771), and Unknown items receiving lower ratings that Known items

(pairwise comparisons, ps ≤ .03). The difference between Known and Unknown items in

adults is somewhat surprising, given that this effect was not significant in Study 1. How-

ever, this simply means that the effect only reaches significance in this smaller set of 22

items, and drowned out in the larger set.

4.2.2. Provided differences
Responses were coded by the same coder as Study 1 using the same coding guidelines.

Overall, 137 KG responses (74%), 144 2G responses (61%), and 139 4G responses (52%)

were coded as invalid. For adult responses from Study 1, 103 (29%) were coded as inva-

lid across these six items.

For provided differences, there were main effects of grade and item type, as well as an

interaction. As we predicted, kindergarteners (M = .230, SD = .215) provided signifi-

cantly fewer differences than fourth graders (M = .640, SD = .368) and adults

(M = 1.389, SD = .876), and adults provided more than all other grades, but there were

no significant differences between second (M = .483, SD = .356) and fourth grade, and

only marginally significant differences between kindergarten and second grade, repeated-

measures ANOVA, F(3, 116) = 27.376, p < .001, gp
2 = .415; pairwise comparisons, all

significant differences ps < .01.

Further analyses were conducted to examine the interaction effect. Separate one-way

ANOVAs were conducted to examine the effect of age group on Known and Unknown

items. Both item types showed the significant effect of age, Known: F(3, 116) = 25.889,

p < .001; Unknown: F(3, 116) = 16.242, p < .001. Post hoc tests of Known items

showed that kindergarteners (M = .356, SD = .344) provided fewer differences than

fourth graders (M = 1.054, SD = .603) and adults (M = 1.922, SD = 1.15), but not sec-

ond graders (M = .711, SD = .493) (pairwise comparisons, ps < .01). Furthermore, sec-

ond graders and fourth graders provided significantly fewer differences than adults

(ps < .05). Second graders did not differ significantly from kindergarteners or fourth

graders. For Unknown items, the same analyses revealed a very different picture. Kinder-

garteners (M = .103, SD = .157), second graders (M = .255, SD = .335), and fourth grad-

ers (M = .225, SD = .263) did not differ significantly from each other, but all three child

groups differed significantly from adults (M = .855, SD = .791), pairwise comparisons,

all ps < .001. This pattern of results can be seen in Fig. 4.

4.2.3. The MM effect
The sign test was significant for all six items in every grade at p < .025. Because the

majority of children’s provided differences were excluded, the possibility arises that the

large number of excluded differences contributed to this result. We therefore conduced

further sign tests with every provided response and found that the MM effect was still
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present. For kindergarteners, every item still showed a significant MM effect. For second

graders, all but one item showed a significant effect (Butterfly–Moth). Fourth graders

showed no significant effects for three items, but the other three still showed a significant

MM effect. For these six items with adults, two showed a marginal MM effect (p < .1)

and one became nonsignificant, but the other three showed a significant MM effect. Even

including every provided difference that was completely inaccurate or otherwise not in

line with the stated rules, the MM effect persisted for, at a minimum, three out of six

items for older participants and most or every item for younger participants. Going for-

ward, we will focus on the coded data, with the invalid differences excluded.

Fig. 5 shows the magnitude MM effect for all age groups. There was a significant

effect of grade on the magnitude of the MM effect, and as predicted kindergarteners

(M = �6.885, SD = 6.95) showed a significantly greater MM effect than all three older

groups (2G: M = �2.278, SD = 1.72; 4G: M = �2.972, SD = 1.665; Adult: M = �2.973,

SD = 1.656), F(3, 116) = 5.098, p = .002, gp
2 = .116; pairwise comparisons, all ps < .05.

There was no effect of item type and no interaction.

To test for an effect of grade on the frequency of the MM effect, responses were

recoded on the basis of whether or not they showed the MM effect (either 1 or 0). We

then conducted the same Grade 9 Item Type analysis using the frequency of the MM

effect (averaged by item type) rather than its magnitude. As predicted, there was a signif-

icant main effect of grade, repeated-measures ANOVA, F(3, 116) = 3.892, p = .011,

gp
2 = .091. Kindergarteners (M = .851, SD = .285) showed the MM effect more fre-

quently than adults (M = .600, SD = .284), pairwise comparisons, p = .006. There were

no significant effects for second graders (M = .706, SD = .284) or fourth graders

(M = .704, SD = .284).

There was no main effect of item type (p > .5), but there was an unexpected interac-

tion between grade and item type, F(3, 116) = 4.253, p = .007, gp
2 = .099. We analyzed

item type separately in each grade, and found that there was only a significant effect of

item type for fourth graders, who showed the MM effect more often for Unknown

(M = .785, SD = .305) than Known items (M = .624, SD = .307), paired-sample t-test,

Fig. 4. Provided differences by item type and age group in Study 2. Error bars represent SEM.
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t(30) = �2.54, p = .016. While unexpected, this result does not have any bearing on the

key questions of interest. However, future studies of the MM effect should attempt to rep-

licate this finding and determine if in fact fourth graders uniquely distinguish between

Known and Unknown items in the MM effect.

5. Discussion of Studies 1 and 2

In our first two studies, we found that adults and children in kindergarten, second, and

fourth grade all show a frequent MM effect. Furthermore, young children (kindergarten-

ers) showed a stronger and more frequent MM effect than older children and adults. This

stronger MM effect reflects both greater initial estimates of the number of items they

could list and being able to actually list even fewer items.

The age effects primarily show a difference between kindergarteners and older partici-

pants, which mirrors previous developmental patterns found with the IOED (Mills &

Keil, 2004). However, one notable effect with older child participants is that neither kin-

dergarteners nor second graders distinguished Synonym items from Known or Unknown

items in their initial estimates. This may indicate that they are overapplying the assump-

tion that distinct words have distinct referents (Clark, 1983; Markman & Wachtel, 1988;

Mervis & Bertrand, 1994). Younger children might be so strongly biased to assume that

novel words have different meanings from other words that they will immediately con-

clude not only that the words must be different but, based on that common knowledge,

conclude that they must know some of the distinctive features as well. Indeed, previous

Fig. 5. The magnitude of the MM Effect for the six items used with all age groups in Study 2, by age group.

Note that kindergarteners consistently showed a greater MM effect than other groups. Error bars represent

SEM.
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work has found that the strength of this bias seems to diminish with age, though it can

still be found in adults (Markman, 1991).

These first two studies clearly support the presence of the MM effect and its greater

strength in children. In Studies 3 and 4, we investigated the potential mechanisms and

boundaries of the MM effect in adults. One account of the MM effect is that people con-

fuse all the knowledge that they believe exists with the knowledge they actually possess.

In other words, people are overconfident because they are completely unaware of the

division of linguistic labor. Study 3 tested this possibility and further examined the role

of perceived available expert knowledge on the MM effect.

6. Study 3

Study 3 aimed to establish whether adults were explicitly aware of the division of lin-

guistic labor. This awareness is important to our interpretation of the MM effect. The

MM effect may exist because people mistake some portion of the information they can

access from expert sources for information they already posses. Thus, despite their over-

confidence in their own knowledge, they should still expect that there exist expert sources

of knowledge that they can access. An alternative interpretation of the MM effect would

be that participants believe they possess all of the knowledge about a word’s meaning or

believe they have access to the same information that experts do (i.e., that experts possess

very little knowledge as well, or no more knowledge than the participants believe they

can access from direct observation), without acknowledging any division of linguistic

labor. Our methods are a straightforward test of this prediction: We repeated the initial

estimation task from Study 1, but participants were asked either how many differences

they personally knew (as in Study 1), or how many differences they thought existed that

an expert would know. No list task was needed to answer the question at hand, and there-

fore we did not include a list task in this paradigm.

If adults are cognizant of the division of linguistic labor, then the participants we ask

to estimate the number of differences that exist that an expert would know should give

much higher estimates than those asked to rate how many differences they personally

know. However, this difference should be true primarily for Known and Unknown items.

For Synonym items, as there should be few or no differences that exist in the first place,

we predicted that adults would not expect experts to know more differences than them-

selves. The obvious alternative is that there would be no differences between adults’

estimations of their own knowledge and experts’ knowledge. This would suggest that the

MM effect is actually driven by a complete lack of awareness of the division of linguistic

labor, which would be extremely surprising.

Awareness of expert sources may also have a more subtle effect. If knowing that a

group of experts has more details about the relevant word meanings than oneself causes

the MM effect, the magnitude of that expert/novice difference might influence the magni-

tude of the MM effect. There are two possibilities here. One intuitive prediction is that

knowing that experts know a great deal more than oneself might cause one to be more
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conservative about one’s own knowledge, thereby reducing the MM effect. Alternatively,

according to our account of the causes of the MM effect, believing that experts know a

great deal about a contrast might cause novices to assume they know more as well, if

they confuse the available knowledge of external sources with their own internal repre-

sentations. In other words, if the MM effect is the result of confusing some portion of

available (but not possessed) knowledge for possessed knowledge, then the greater the

gap between expected possessed knowledge and expected available knowledge (opera-

tionalized here as the between-subjects difference between estimated self differences

known and estimated expert differences known), the greater the MM effect should be.

One can visualize this as a kind of pressure equilibrium of meaning features—the greater

the disparity between experts and novices, the more some of the expert features mistak-

enly “leak” into one’s own inferred knowledge.

6.1. Methods

6.1.1. Participants
Study 3 was conducted online using Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants were 44

anonymous “workers” from the Mechanical Turk worker pool, all over the age of 18. All

participants were paid $0.75 for a roughly 5–7 min study, a rate comparable with similar

tasks on Mechanical Turk.

6.1.2. Materials and procedure
The rating task in Study 1 was adapted to an online format using the Qualtrics online

survey system, which was then embedded in a frame in the Mechanical Turk interface.

Participants were randomly divided into two groups that received different instructions.

Group A was given the exact instructions from Study 1. Group B was asked to enter the

number of differences that existed that an expert would know. Everything else was identi-

cal between groups and to the rating task of Study 1. The distracter and list tasks from

Study 1 were omitted.

6.2. Results

One participant was excluded due to failing to respond to more than half of the items.

In the end, there were 21 participants in group A and 22 participants in group B. As

Fig. 6 shows, participants were aware that experts should know more than themselves,

with group B (M = 5.07, SD = 2.77) giving higher estimates than group A (M = 2.06,

SD = 2.77), F(1, 41) = 12.664, p = .001, gp
2 = .236. In addition, as in Study 1, partici-

pants gave lower estimates overall for Synonyms (M = 1.98, SD = 2.35) than Known

(M = 4.64, SD = 3.64) or Unknown (M = 4.16, SD = 4.19) items, F(2, 40) = 25.915,

p < .001, gp
2 = .564; pairwise comparisons, ps < .001.

There was no interaction between group and item type (p > .1). Participants who were

asked to estimate expert knowledge gave higher ratings for all three item types (t-tests,
ps < .05), even while recognizing that the Synonym items were different from both
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Known and Unknown items. This was unexpected, but potentially explained by the sim-

ple fact that estimates for Synonym items were not at floor. Adults apparently believe

that the word pairs we classified as Synonyms have fewer differences than Known or

Unknown pairs, but because they believe some differences exist, they still expect that an

expert would know more than they themselves.

To test our hypothesis that a greater gap between perceived expert knowledge and

perceived self knowledge would lead to a greater MM effect, we calculated the average

difference in estimates between group A (self knowledge) and group B (expert knowl-

edge) for the 12 items used in the list task of Study 1. We then conducted a linear regres-

sion of these averages with the average magnitude of the MM effect for the same 12

items. Because the group A–group B difference is between-subjects, we could not calcu-

late these average differences scores on a subject-by-subject basis, so the regression ulti-

mately only included the 12 averages from this study and the 12 average magnitudes

from Study 1. Despite the low power of this regression, there was a significant relation-

ship in the predicted direction. The greater the gap between estimated self knowledge and

estimated expert knowledge for a given item, the greater the average magnitude of the

MM effect for that item in Study 1, F(1, 10) = 5.60, p = .04, adjusted R2 = .295. This

pattern can be seen in Fig. 7.

6.3. Discussion

Study 3 showed that adults seem to be aware of the division of linguistic labor, despite

their overconfidence in estimates of their own knowledge. Furthermore, we found

Fig. 6. Estimated differences known by group and item type in Study 3. Error bars represent SEM.
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evidence that the magnitude of the MM effect in adults is partially determined by the

amount of expected available knowledge for a given distinction. This provides strong sup-

port for our account of the MM effect that it springs from mistaking some portion of

available knowledge for possessed knowledge. The greater the available (but not pos-

sessed) knowledge, the greater the MM effect.

These findings provide some insight into the inner workings of the MM effect, but

alone they do not rule out some alternative accounts. Given that participants seem aware

of the division of linguistic labor but still overestimate their own knowledge, one simple

account of the MM effect is that people are generally overconfident about metalinguistic

knowledge. Indeed, there is a long history of prior work that has found that adults can be

overconfident about many kinds of knowledge (e.g., Fischhoff et al., 1977). Study 4

tested this account with a task designed to only access common aspects of word meaning,

which we propose would not require deference and therefore not generate an MM effect.

7. Study 4

At this point we have demonstrated the existence of the MM effect in children and

adults and established that it coexists with explicit knowledge of the division of linguistic

Fig. 7. Relationship between perceived self versus expert knowledge (Study 3) and the MM effect (Study 1).
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labor at least in adults. However, an alternate interpretation of this pattern is that people

are blindly overconfident about their metalinguistic knowledge, and it has nothing to do

with the division of linguistic labor. This interpretation makes a clear prediction: We

should see the same overconfidence effect in any metalinguistic task. In Study 4, we

tested whether this is the case and further examined the role of common versus distinc-

tive aspects of word meaning.

We have argued that the MM effect is related to the contrast between common and

distinctive aspects of meaning. We have defined “common” aspects of meaning as super-

ordinate category knowledge and non-specific metalinguistic comparisons, and “distinc-

tive” aspects as fine-grained detailed knowledge that distinguishes one word from any

other. We have suggested that the MM effect emerges from people possessing common

aspects of meaning, but believing that they also possess the distinctive aspects. This

makes a quite focused prediction: In a task where the common aspects of meaning are

sufficient, there should be no overconfidence effect.

Based on our definitions of common aspects of meaning, one such task is simply to

ask how many facts participants know about one of the words in the pairs we used in

Study 1. While knowing the differences between two words obviously requires distinctive

knowledge, knowing information about one word should only require common knowl-

edge, such as that weasels are mammals. Study 4 therefore allows us to test two parts of

our account. First, participants should be relatively well calibrated in their knowledge,

and as such show that they do possess some common aspects of word meaning, and sec-

ond that the deficits found in Study 1 are specific to distinctive aspects of meaning.

7.1. Methods

7.1.1. Participants
Study 4 was conducted using Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants were 20 anony-

mous “workers” from the Mechanical Turk worker pool that had not participated in previ-

ous studies, all over the age of 18. Participants were paid $3.50 for a 20–30 min task, a

rate comparable to similar tasks on Mechanical Turk.

7.1.2. Materials and procedure
One word from each pair used in Study 1 was selected for Study 4, except for the

pairs with phrases instead of single words (e.g., “government resolution–government

bill”), for a total of 41 items. As in Study 1, there was a rating task, a distracter task, and

a list task. For the rating tasks, participants were instructed to estimate how many

facts they could list about a given word, with the same rules as the “differences” task in

Study 1, with examples adapted for single words rather than pairs of words and the same

8-second time limit.

The distracter task consisted of a standard mental rotation task. Participants were asked

to indicate whether two three-dimensional shapes composed of joined cubes were two

views of the same object or different objects, and then rate how confident they were in

their answer on a 1–7 scale. There were 15 distracter items.
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For the list task, participants were asked to list all the facts they could think of for one

word from each of the 12 pairs in Study 1, using the same constraints as the list task of

Study 1. The words chosen from each pair in this task were also used in the initial rating

task. As in Study 1, participants were told to take as long as they needed and list as many

words as possible, but were specifically requested not to refer to any outside sources

(books or websites).

7.2. Results and discussion

7.2.1. Coding
Two new coders blind to both the hypotheses and the initial ratings coded the list task

of Study 4. Coders were instructed to decide whether each fact was valid using the same

criteria as participants and the coders of Study 1. Interrater reliability was very high

(Spearman rank-order correlation, rs = .851). Disagreements were settled by discussion to

generate the final coding used in these analyses. In the final coding, 59 facts (9.3% of all

provided) were omitted for inaccuracy or failing to follow the guidelines.

7.2.2. Results
The frequency of overconfidence among participants in Study 4 can be found in Fig. 8.

Sign tests for every item were nonsignificant (ps ≥ .146), indicating that, on the whole,

participants were very well calibrated in this task.

Fig. 8. The proportion of adults who overestimated their knowledge, underestimated it, and were accurate in

Study 4. Note that participants were much more well calibrated to their knowledge compared to Study 1.

*significant sign test, †marginally significant sign test.
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This finding fits well with our account that participants should have access to common

aspects of meaning but mistakenly believe they have access to distinctive aspects of

meaning as well. If participants are basing their estimates on the common aspects of

meaning to which they have access, then their initial estimates should be similar to those

provided in Study 1. This result would also rule out an uninteresting explanation of why

participants were better calibrated in this task—they could have provided lower ratings,

making it easier for them to provide sufficient differences. On average, the initial esti-

mates of participants in Study 1 (M = 4.00, SD = 5.22) did not differ significantly from

the initial estimates of participants in Study 4 (M = 2.43, SD = 1.14), t(48) = 1.315,

p = .195. This suggests that participants have relatively accurate access to common

knowledge of word meanings but mistakenly believe that they have access to distinctive

aspects of word meaning as well.

Far fewer items were excluded in Study 4 (9.3%) compared to Study 1 (28.5%). This

cannot explain the calibration in and of itself, as even when every difference in Study 1

is examined, the MM effect is still present (see 3.2.3.). However, it does suggest that par-

ticipants were more easily able to provide accurate information in this task, perhaps

because common aspects of meaning were sufficient for providing a fact about a word,

but not so for distinguishing between two words. For example, in Study 4 several partici-

pants provided some variation on “Shrews are mammals.” This very abstract information

about the meaning of the word “shrew” is sufficient to be a fact about shrews (and many

other animals), but it would not distinguish between a shrew and a mole (as was required

in Study 1).

8. General discussion

In four experiments, we have demonstrated the existence of the MM effect in adults

(Study 1) and children in kindergarten, second, and fourth grades (Study 2). We found

that children in kindergarten show a greater and more frequent MM effect, as they make

even greater estimations of their own knowledge while actually knowing even less (Study

2). Furthermore, as we predicted, adults are aware of the availability of outside knowl-

edge (Study 3), which may be a driving force behind the effect, a finding further

supported by a positive relationship between the expert/self difference and the size of the

MM effect. We have demonstrated that the MM effect is not due to broad metalinguistic

overconfidence, as it occurs for distinctive aspects of word meaning, but not common

aspects (Study 4).

8.1. Developmental importance of the MM effect

Although the MM effect is highly consistent across development, it is stronger in

young children (Study 2). Kindergarteners both thought they knew more differences and

were actually able to provide fewer differences than any other grade. The latter is to be

expected. Children learn more differences between various items in the real world as they
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grow older. More interesting is their larger overestimation of their personal knowledge.

However, with the studies reported here we can draw no firm conclusions about how the

MM effect changes between childhood and adulthood, and what specific mechanisms gen-

erate these changes. Further work is required to determine whether the MM effect occurs

by the same mechanisms in children as it does in adults. In addition, more work is

required to explore the sources of developmental change between kindergarten and adult-

hood in the magnitude of the MM effect.

However, there are some indications from other literatures that suggest that the MM

effect may be adaptive for young children. Using mechanisms like the principle of mutual

exclusivity (Markman, 1988), children are adding new words to their vocabulary every

day, and in one sense they do “know” these words. They know of experts, or believe in

the existence of experts, who know all the distinctive aspects of meaning between that

word and others that they already possessed. This awareness then leads to the MM effect

as it does in adults, in that they mistake the availability of that knowledge for its posses-

sion. However, if they realized that they did not actually possess that knowledge, they

might not use those words, realizing that they do not understand how they contrast with

other words. Because they are not aware of the gaps in their knowledge they are able to

continue acquiring new words at a rapid pace, without getting “stuck” trying to learn all

the nuances of a single word’s meaning and the particular features that make it unique.

This could lead to a stronger MM effect in younger children, who are especially under

the sway of mutual exclusivity and related contrast principles and may need stronger sup-

port against being discouraged by their own ignorance.

Younger children are not completely ignorant about differences in meanings. They

may not know any specific differences, but it is very likely that they do know what

kinds of features or properties would count as specific differences and would be able

to identify them as such. For example, based on earlier work on differences in how

children think of the central features of artifacts and natural kinds (Brandone &

Gelman, 2009; Keil, 1989, 2010), even preschoolers would be expected to know that

intrinsic microstructural properties might be especially relevant to meaning contrasts

for animals whereas functional nuances and features related to intentions of creators

would matter more for artifact differences. A strong knowledge of probable kinds of

differences may also be another source of the MM effect. This is a real form of com-

mon knowledge and it helps enable access to the right kinds of experts, and a sense

of knowing associated with this form of knowledge may be confused with personally

knowing distinctive details that differentiate some meanings. That knowledge, however,

carries no information in itself about the difference between two closely related word

meanings.

A striking developmental finding is younger children’s beliefs that they know a large

number of contrastive meanings for synonyms. We suspect that this belief may stem form

an overzealous application of the mutual exclusivity principle or related contrast princi-

ples, combined with the adaptive value of assuming that one knows the meaning of a

word well enough to use them in discourse. A related reason may have to do with early

difficulty understanding that there are true tautologies and circularities (Baum, Danovitch,
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& Keil, 2008; Osherson & Markman, 1975), as synonyms are tautologically equivalent in

meaning. This phenomenon warrants further study beyond the MM effect.

8.2. Divisions of linguistic and cognitive labor

Our studies provide strong evidence for the cognitive underpinnings of Putnam

(1975)’s division of linguistic labor. Study 3 in particular showed that adults are aware

that they do not possess all of the criteria that differentiate two words, while the MM

effect itself demonstrates that “meaning ain’t in the head.” Study 4 added an interesting

twist to this story, by providing evidence that adults possess at least common aspects of

meaning, and it is specifically more fine-grained distinctive components of meaning that

they must defer to acquire. A further test of the division of linguistic labor would be to

show that when participants are made aware of the fact that they do not possess those dif-

ferences, they seek information from experts that they believe do. The act of deference

would directly demonstrate the function of the division of linguistic labor in the real

world, the ability to use terms with confidence because of the availability of information

about them.

Deference is common in the world, and there is some suggestion that it is growing

even more common as we become more reliant on tools such as the Internet as sources

of information. Recent research also suggests that when people expect to have access to

information, they will tend not to remember the information itself, but will remember

where to access it (Sparrow, Liu, & Wegner, 2011). However, that study did not investi-

gate whether people believed that they possessed that knowledge, nor did it focus on ver-

bal knowledge. A future study might take these findings and ask whether the same

pattern holds for knowledge of word meanings. If people expect to have access to outside

knowledge about these words in the future, will they show an inflated MM-like effect,

either because they overestimate their knowledge even more or retain even less (or

both)?

A second question concerns whether people overestimate the availability of informa-

tion. Both this work and the IOED literature have suggested that people overestimate

their knowledge because they are aware of its availability from outside sources, but is

that awareness itself accurate? Is there a secondary illusion where information they think

they can access is in fact often out of their reach, perhaps because it is not known by

anyone or is too hard to access? This would be even more problematic, as it would imply

that people both think they have knowledge and access to knowledge that they simply do

not. One can create cases where this would be true; the critical question is how often it

occurs in more naturalistic contexts.

One final point to consider is that “outside sources” may encompass more than just

experts. The distinctive details of a word meaning may be accessible in the mind in the

expert, but they are sometimes accessible from the thing itself. Indeed, if participants in

Study 1 were shown images of a ferret and a weasel during the list task, it is entirely

plausible that they would have been able to list more differences than they did, and the

MM effect would be smaller or non-existent.
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In placing emphasis on the role of deference in the MM effect, we have spoken mostly

about deference to experts, but deference to extra-linguistic context information could be

included as well without substantive alteration to the account. People assume that they

possess distinctive details of meaning, when in fact those distinctive details are only

accessible from an outside source, “misplaced” in the broader context and the minds of

experts. We focus on deference to experts specifically as the distinctive details that can

be gleaned from direct observation are at best a subset of those available from an expert

source. One would expect that an expert source would have access to all the details of

meaning accessible by direct observation, but perhaps also other details not accessible by

those means (for example, details of biology).

8.3. Conclusion

In short, meanings for some words “ain’t in the head,” even though we often think

they are throughout development. Moreover, this may be an adaptive illusion that

reflects real success in reference and gives us all the confidence to use terms that are

frequently based on quite minimal understandings of contrastive details with other terms.

Because the effect is rooted in deference, it is an illusion of misplaced meanings rather

than of missing meanings.
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